LucasStyle Presents

-A collection in which he had nothing to do with making the art of-

A Collection of Tutorials from Around the Web
Indiana Jones Version
All art within is documented to the original authors and may NOT be used without their permission,
plus most of it is being used in their own game, and we will recognize it if you try and pass it off as
your own, so do not even try. The work within is to be used mainly as a basis and a stepping stone to
create your own art, in your own style. The images may only be used for inspiration and for ideas, but
do not copy anyone’s artwork. If you have anything to add, email me at scummbuddy@comcast.net
If you have artwork in here and do not want it in here anymore, again, email me at
scummbuddy@comcast.net and we’ll talk.
Now, let’s get to the meat and bones of why we are here; the tutorials and art. I know what you may be
thinking, “I’m going to make the best game evaaaa!1” Well, maybe, but first you have got to worry
about your art. It’s sad, but art sells the game these days, and not the storyline. Within this package, you
will find:
• Miez’s Fountain of Youth Tutorial from www.barnettcollege.com
• Lain, a poster on the FOY forums, made a mini-tutorial
• LucasFan’s attempts at capturing the FOA style from pictures (as some of the FOA backgrounds
were made)
• Amerfish Arts own tutorial, plus early production art no longer being used.

Tutorial
FoY Tutorial I - an archeological dig in a vaguely Mediterranean country.
Fountain of Atlantis?
Making a background in the classic "Fate of Atlantis" style is not as hard as it seems - it is just a lot of work (as you will find out). The original Fate
of Atlantis backgrounds, made by Bill Eaken, James Dollar and Avril Harrison of Lucasarts, way back in 1992, are notably different from other
contemporary in-game artwork because of their realism. There is none of the cartoon like camera angles and wobbly architecture that you find in
"Sam 'n Max" or the "Monkey Island" series. In fact a number of FoA backgrounds were directly drawn over actual photographs (see this website for
a prime example). Lesson #1: to make FoA look-alike background art, good reference material is essential!
In this tutorial I will show you how I've made the following background:

Finished picture
In this background picture you will find a lot of different elements: natural shapes and textures (vegetation, rocks, etc.) as well as man-made
objects and structures (ruins, tents, cars). It also shows depth cueing and atmospherics. What it doesn't show well is the effects of perspective - but
I might cover that in a later tutorial.
Preparation - getting ready to draw
I start each of the Fountain of Youth backgrounds with a pencil sketch. This is one area where this tutorial can't help you - a certain amount of skill
in drawing is required. The better your sketch, the better your final background might turn out to be. Here is my sketch for this tutorial:

Pencil sketch
Keeping the proportions of your sketch the same as those of your intended background is usually a good idea; FoY backgrounds (the single screen
ones) are 320 x 150 pixels in size, so I make my sketches roughly twice as wide as they are high.

The sketch was subsequently scanned as a 150 DPI grayscale image and saved as JPG image (using minimal compression and maximum picture
quality).

1 - Going digital
To make this (and any of the Fountain of Youth) backgrounds, I'm using Photoshop 7.0 - but it might as well be done in other paint programs such
as The Gimp or PaintShop Pro. As long as you use a paint program that can handle layers. I prefer to use a drawing tablet as well, but that is not
imperative - all this can be done with a mouse (and regular breaks, to avoid getting RSI from the billions of mouse clicks).
Step 1.1 - Dawning of a new document
To start of I created a new RGB document, measuring 320 x 150 pixels. Always fill the background layer with white or a hideous color like pink that way you will make sure that you've visited each and every pixel of the picture when you're done.
Step 1.2 - Sketches, Indies and guides
I pasted my scanned sketch into this document and scaled it to fit the document size. This new layer I called "sketch" and set its' blending mode to
multiply and its' opacity to 50%. Giving your layers sensible names really helps, otherwise you'll end up with hundreds of layers with unhelpful
names such as "layer 12 copy 4".
Making the "sketch" layer half transparent and setting its' blending mode to multiply, means you can easily compare your sketch with the rest of
the layers that will make up the picture.
Next I pasted an Indiana Jones sprite into the document (calling the new layer "Indy"). This way I have a nice size reference for objects in the
scene: doors, cars, buildings; everything can be easily cross-referenced with the Indy sprite. Finally I added a "guide" (one of those blue lines you
can pull out of the horizontal and vertical rulers) to help me define the horizon (it wasn't exactly straight in the sketch). After all these
"preparations" the document looks like this:

Sketch, Indy sprite and guides in place
All other layers that I'm going to create are going to be below the "sketch" and "Indy" layer, these two will always be on top.
Step 1.3 - Thinking about depth
Most background pictures, but especially landscapes such as these, have distinct "regions" - there is the foreground (the outlined tree, and Indy on
the path), the background (sky, sea, hills on the horizon and the fields behind the ridge) and all the stuff in between (the ridge with the ruins and

the archeological dig). It makes sense to construct these "regions" back to front (starting with the sky). Each "region" is going to be made up of
several layers in the Photoshop document.

2 - The background
The background of the picture is going to contain a nice blue sky with fluffy white clouds, some distant hills over the horizon and a smooth lake
(which could also be the sea).
Step 2.1 - Making the sky
If you go out on a clear day and look at the sky you will notice that its' zenith (that is the point above your head) is a deep blue, while near the
horizon it gets lighter and less blue. There is a perfectly good scientific reason for this, but this is not a meteorological lecture so I won't go into
that. Suffice to say that to portray a clear bit of sky you need a color gradient: from blue at the top to a very pale blue/gray near the horizon. I
made a linear gradient using a fresh blue (165,208,225 RGB) and a pale gray (230,230,230 RGB).
Next I created a new layer, called it "sky" and selected a rectangular area, as wide as the document, from its' top edge to where the horizon is
supposed to be. This area I then filled with the color gradient.

The sky gradient
Step 2.2 - Making a body of water
Water is tricky stuff to draw - it hardly has any color of itself and it reflects its' surroundings. I used the following picture as reference material:

In this picture you see that the sea is dark blue near the horizon and more gray/green near the beach. Again, there is probably a perfectly good
reason for this - that which, I don't know. I picked two colors for another linear color gradient: a lighter and darker variety of greenish blue
(117,155,186 RGB) and (137,173,191 RGB).
Next I created another layer (called it "sea" - I know, hardly original), selected an area from the horizon to just below where the water would be
visible in the picture (Using the "sketch" layer for reference). This area I filled with my new gradient, making sure that the darkest color was at the
top. The document then looked like this:

Sky and sea layers
Step 2.3 - Clouds
Ready to get all fluffy? Clouds are as tricky to do as water (but for different reasons). A graphic tablet and pen really help in making clouds - but it's
far from impossible with a mouse. I used the brush tool (4 pixel brush, 93% hardness) and pure white to make my clouds in a new layer, and
then shaded the underside of the clouds with very light gray (227,227,227 RGB) to simulate shaded areas.
I didn't make any clouds in the left part of the picture, because the hill in the foreground would obscure them anyway.

Sky, sea and fluffy clouds
Step 2.4 - Hills
The horizon as it is now, is very flat, empty and dull - time to add something like faraway hills. Stuff that is very far away, like the hills that I'm
going to add, tend to fade into the horizon color. This has to do with dust particles in the air, and reflection of light, and complicated meteorological
science too complicated to go into right here (ok, I'll admit it - I don't really KNOW).
Just look at this nice reference picture:

Glorious depth cueing
See how the hills in the distance get lighter and bluer? To simulate this I choose a pale green/blue color for the hills (155,209,198 RGB), I zoomed
way in on the picture (I usually work in the 800% or 1600% magnification) and drew in my hills with the pencil tool (1 pixel brush) in a new
layer.
I added some more low hills in slightly fresher color (198,234,193 RGB) in the same layer. At this point I started to think about the position of the
sun, and decided to (virtually) place it in the top right corner of my picture. Always decide where your primary source of light is (even if you can't
actually see it in the picture) - all shadows and highlights in your picture depend on it.
For the shaded side of the hills I used two darker tints of the colors, chosen from the Color Picker. I drew in the shadows with the 1 pixel pencil
tool.

The hills are alive
Again, using the "sketch" layer for reference, the left portion of the horizon was ignored, as it will not be seen in the final picture.
Step 2.5 - Click fest
It doesn't show very well in the picture above, but you can really tell if you switch your monitor to (say) 640 x 480 resolution: the edges of those
hills are jagged and hard. That is because I've used the 1 pixel pencil tool - it has no automatic anti-aliasing.
I prefer to do all my anti-aliasing by hand; that way I can control the amount of "blurring" that an edge gets. Using the eyedropper tool I pick up
the color of an edge, then switch to the 1 pixel pencil tool and set its' opacity to 30%. Now you can add semi-transparent pixels to the edge,
smoothly blending it into the background. By putting two or more pixels on the same spot you can get a 60% or 90% density. The process is
tricky to explain, but the following pictures will make it clear(er):
No anti-aliasing

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Follow the same procedure to smooth all the harsh edges between the light and dark side of the hills. You can either pick the light color and pixel
over the dark areas, or pick the darker color and work in the lighter side of the edge: it makes no difference.
Step 2.6 - Reflections
Remember I mentioned earlier that water reflects its' environment? Time to add some reflections to the surface of the water. I made copies of the
"hills" and "clouds" layers, and placed them both above the original "hills" layer.
Then I flipped the contents of these new layers upside down (Edit > Transform > Flip Vertical) and shifted them down to right below the horizon
(using the move tool and the cursor keys for this).
To make the reflections less "harsh" I set the opacity of the reflected clouds layer to 30%, and the opacity of the reflected hills layer to 40%. The
result looks like this:

Reflections added
Step 2.7 - Making waves
The reflections on the water look good, but the water looks very, very flat: it doesn't have any waves (yet). To fix this I added another layer (calling
it "waves") and drew some short horizontal lines over the water area with pure white and the 1 pixel pencil tool.

Unsophisticated ripples
As you can see I made more lines in the area closer to the "camera" (the lower part of the water area). Waves would seem larger there, and more
defined. Then I applied a motion blur filter, with a setting of 4 pixels and a 90-degree (horizontal) angle. This blurs the white stripes in the
horizontal direction only, fading their left and right points.
To enhance the feeling of depth I added a layer mask to the "waves" layer. In this layer mask I selected a box around the waves and filled it with
a black-to-white linear gradient. This way the waves at the top of the sea (near the horizon) are 100% transparent, while the waves closer to us
(near the bottom of the water) stay fully opaque.
The final effect was nice, but a bit too strong so I turned down the opacity of the "waves" layer to 80%.

Surfin' time

3 - The Fields
It is now time to make the fields that can be seen behind the ridge with the excavation in it. Google provided me with a great reference picture
(searching for "Mediterranean" and "landscape"):

To make the fields I created a new layer (get used to doing this: put everything that can be seen as a separate entity in its' own layer) and drew
the outline of the fields with the 1 pixel pencil tool using a slightly subdued olive green (121,150,85 RGB). I then filled the outline with the same
color, using the paint bucket tool (tolerance set to 0, and anti-aliasing turned off).
Next I locked the transparent pixels of the layer (there is a small icon above the layer list to do this). This way I can fiddle around to my hearts'
content in the knowledge that I will always draw within the shape I just created.
With a darker version of the fields' green color I added shaded areas, and added some barren areas with a sandy color (147,140,98 RGB). All this
using the 1 pixel pencil tool.

3.1 - Crops and trees
In the reference picture you can clearly see clumps of dark green trees (or bushes?) and lines of crops. To add crop lines to my picture I used the 1
pixel pencil tool, picked white as its' color and set its' opacity to 20%. Then I carefully drew parallel lines in the fields. I also added some pixels
in the barren areas to give them some texture.

Crop lines
For the clumps of trees I created a new layer, picked a very dark green color (60,112,61 RGB) and splotched "blobs" all over the fields using the
ubiquitous 1 pixel pencil tool. I concentrated the trees in lines, in the lowest part of the landscape, and on the ridges.
After that I picked up the darker variety of the fields' color and added some shadow behind the trees, always keeping in mind the position of the
virtual sun. The result looks something like this:

...and also the trees...
To give the trees some more volume I added some darker areas (using the 1 pixel pencil tool at a 30% opacity with black as color) and some
highlights with white (same tool settings).
After that I anti-aliased the fields layer (don't forget to unlock its' transparent pixels, otherwise you won't be able to anti-alias the edges). The final
result (at least, part of it) looks like this:

Look ... olives!

4 - The excavation

This is the big one - one of the main focus points of the picture, and an area with a lot of detail in it. It's also relatively big, occupying easily 4050% of the picture surface. First thing I drew (in a new layer) was the bulk of the hillside with a "dirt" color like the one used in the fields
(160,153,112 RGB). Using the "sketch" layer as my reference I then added shadow areas with a darker color (132,125,82 RGB) and lighter
areas (178,171,129 RGB) with the 1 pixel pencil tool.

Laying down the soil
The edges between the different soil areas are very hard and unrealistic. To remedy this I locked the layers' transparent pixels (thus protecting its'
sharp edge against the backdrop) and smeared the layer with the smudge tool (6 pixel brush, 50% strength). I followed the imaginary contours
of the landscape, as can be seen in the "sketch" layer. There is no trick or rule here, just go Bob Ross and "feel" the landscape ... I did not smear
the edges of the actual excavation pit, because this feature is man-made I felt that the edges should be sharp.
After that I anti-aliased the top-edge of the ridge, resulting in this:

The Bob Ross-ed landscape
To add some texture to the soil I duplicated the entire soil layer, locked this new layers' transparency and filled it completely with medium gray
(127,127,127 RGB). Then I applied an add noise filter (3%, monochrome, Gaussian) resulting in a layer full of gray specks, some lighter,
some darker. To mix the original soil layer and the noise layer above it, I set the noise layers' blending mode to overlay, at 10% opacity.
Now all the soil has a uniform grainy look. This is fine on the hillside, but it looks too rough in the excavation pit. To fix this I added outlined the
excavation pit (using the lasso tool, and clicking while holding the alt key - thus making a polygon selection) and deleted the noise within the
selection.
A final addition to the texture of the hillside was adding two more layers (calling them "lines light" and "lines dark"). The "lines light" layer blending
mode was set to screen at a 40% opacity. The "lines dark" layer was set to multiply, at a 50% opacity. In these layers I drew ridges and bumps,
using the 1 pixel pencil tool, set to 30% opacity. I used black in the "lines dark" layer, and white in the "lines light" layer. I flicked the "sketch"
layer on and off for reference every now and then.

Texture added to the soil
4.1 - The temple
The structure that is being excavated was the next point on my list. Using the 1 pixel pencil tool and three varieties of a slightly brownish gray, I
built up this "temple" in a new layer. Using the middle tone for the bulk of the building, adding highlighted and shadowed areas with the lighter and
darker tones, much like making the initial soil layer of the excavation hill. I also added some toppled columns, fragments of masonry and a recently
exposed tile floor to the excavation pit.

Three tone temple
Using the 1 pixel pencil tool and some more varieties of the "temple color", I added details: windows, darker shadow areas, ridges and
crenellations as well as some pattern to the tile floor. To make the building and its' fallen fragments cast shadow I picked black for a color, set the
pencil tools' drawing mode to behind and it's opacity to 30%. Using the "behind" drawing mode lets you draw on the transparent pixels of the
layer only. This way I added the shadows that are cast by the building and the columns. Finally I anti-aliased all of it.

The devil is in the details

4.2 - Setting up camp
To represent the campsite I added another layer and drew two ladders in it, descending into the excavation pit. After that I added a layer with the
tents. These were done with the 1 pixel pencil tool and a range of greens. I didn't add tethering lines as that would make the picture too fiddly.
Finally I added a layer with some crates and a generator (the gray blob, behind the crates).To all these layers I added shadow areas (as described
in 4.1, using the "behind" drawing mode). The layers were then anti-aliased.

Added the campsite
4.3 - The road
To draw the road I made a new layer, picked a gray (gravel) color (150,150,150 RGB) and with the 1 pixel pencil tool and the shift key I made
the outline of the road with a number of straight, connected lines (the shift key is great for this). I filled it with the same color using the paint
bucket tool.
Next I locked the layers' transparency and with an airbrush and a light and dark gray added lighter and darker areas to the road, thus showing its'
undulations over the hilly countryside.

After that I unlocked the layers' transparency and applied a blur filter to it, softening the edges. To make the road less flat I then applied a 2%
noise filter (Gaussian, monochrome) to it and with the 1 pixel pencil tool set to 30% opacity I added white and black lines to give it a more
"worn" look.

The winding road
4.4. - The Car(s)
In the original sketch there are two cars on the parking lot: a truck and a smaller sedan-like car. I started drawing the truck (using the 1 pixel
pencil tool, and constantly switching between a 100% and 1600% magnification to judge each individual pixel). After a fair deal of clicking it
turned out rather nice. Next added its' drop shadow and anti-aliased it. I then started the smaller car, and that just didn't work: whatever I tried, it
just looked like a blob of pixels. So I decided to keep just the truck and place it in a more central location on the parking lot.
4.5 - Green stuff
The hillside and excavation at this point are almost done, but they still look barren and more fitting in a desert scene. Time to add vegetation - first
off I added another layer, picked a violent green color (124,177,53 RGB) and with the pencil tool set to a 8 pixel brush and 100% opacity, I
drew in a green carpet to cover the hillside, avoiding those places where there would be no vegetation: the road, the campsite, the excavation pit
and those areas that look too steep. The result looks like this:

Nuclear accident, anyone?
The edges of the "carpet" where mottled here and there with a smaller brush. I then applied a blur filter, applied a 2% add noise filter and set
the layers' blending mode to color burn, at 35% opacity. These exotic blending modes never fail to baffle me; I can simply not predict the look
they will produce, so I usually end up switching them on and off in turn, arriving at a result through trial and error. However, this experiment
turned out rather nice:

4.6 - Bigger green stuff
The hillside needs some larger vegetation as well: bushes and (for that authentic Mediterranean feel) cypress trees. So I added a new layer and
drew bushes with a dark green color using the (now familiar) 1 pixel pencil tool. With a really dark green color (almost black) I drew in the
cypress trees, using the "sketch" layer for reference. I then added volume to the bushes and trees in the following manner: locked the layers'
transparency, added highlights with a pale yellow color (1 pixel pencil tool, 30% opacity, 255,247,153 RGB) and made the areas that don't
catch the light darker (1 pixel pencil tool, 50% opacity, black). When doing this, keep the "shape" of the trees and bushes in mind: they are
voluminous objects, so make them round and full. Having your pencil tool set to semi-transparent means you can go over spots again and again,
building up their color gradually. Don't try to be too neat - those trees and bushes are a mass of leaves, not smooth blobs.
After this comes the big one: anti-aliasing all this. Unlock the layers' transparent pixels and get ready to add a few million semi-transparent pixels.
When anti-aliasing the trees make sure you anti-alias their tops with long (5 or 6 pixels) ranges of pixels. This enhances their long, slender,
tapering shape.
Finally I added another layer beneath the trees-and-bushes layer. In this layer I drew the shadow that trees and bushes cast upon the landscape (1
pixel pencil tool, black). Applied a blur filter and set this shadow layers' blending mode to multiply, 30% opacity.

Some bigger green stuff

5 - The foreground
The foreground hilltop that Indy might stand on was made in mostly the same way as the excavation hillside. As I've already described that, I'll go
over this bit of the picture in high speed - stopping every now and then to show you a peculiar rock formation or nice flower.

5.1 - Under foot
The ground-area was drawn in a new layer, using the same colors and techniques as described in section 4. I added a new layer and drew the rocks
and toppled column with two tints of gray.
The ground layer was then smeared (6 pixel tool, 50% strength) and noise (2%, Gaussian, monochrome) was added. The rocks and columns
were anti-aliased. I also added some more detail on the toppled column: highlights on the ridges, one of those square holes that held its'
connecting metal bar, some cracks and specks.
All this anti-aliasing and detailing was done with - you've guessed it - the 1 pixel pencil tool. Where would we be without it?
Next I added a "dark lines" and "light lines" layer above the "ground" and "rock" layers (using exactly the same settings as described in section 4)
and gave the rocks and ground some detail: highlights and shadowy areas on the rocks, cracks, ridges on the earth. The light and dark lines on the
path I smoothed out with the smudge tool (4 pixel brush, 30% strength).

5.2 - Horticulture
Vegetation was added much like in sections 4.5 and 4.6; a green mossy carpet was created in a layer (keeping clear of the path) and bushes were
drawn in another. I also added a "flower" layer between the "carpet" and "bushes" layers, put some 1 pixel dots on it with a pale yellow color,
applied a blur filter and set the layers' blending mode to overlay. The effect is subtle, but just enough to give you a different sense of scale as
compared to the excavation hillside.

Starting to look like vacationland
5.3 - The gnarly tree
As a final element a foreground tree was added. I put a tree in the top right corner of the picture to counterbalance the temple and campsite and
also to make the picture frame less "square". The trees' outline was drawn with black using the 1 pixel pencil tool, and then filled with black.

I then protected the layers' transparent pixels and added some subtle dappled light to the tree trunk, branches and leaves, using a 20%
transparent, 4 pixel pencil brush with very dark green and brown colors.
To anti-alias the tree I used a quick and dirty technique - just to show you of course. I scaled the tree to 90% of its' original size: this
automatically anti-aliases the whole layer (edit > transform > scale). This trick works only if you want the whole layer anti-aliased (not just the
edges) and when the size of the objects in the layer is not important to other layers. I personally think that anti-aliasing done by hand looks
cleaner.
I added another layer, below the tree layer and drew the shadow it casts over the path and rocks with a black 1 pixel pencil brush. Blurred this
layer, set its' blending mode to overlay and its' transparency to 20%.

5.4 - Finishing touches
The picture is almost done - however, I noticed that the "foreground", "excavation hillside" and "fields" sections of the picture tended to blend into
each other visually. What this picture needs is more depth. So I decided to add some haziness.
I inserted a layer between the "fields" and "excavation hillside", filled it completely with pure white and set its' opacity to 10%. Then I inserted
another layer, between the "excavation hillside" and "foreground" layers. Filled this one with pure white as well, and set its' opacity to 20%
This way the different areas of the picture become more defined, and the picture gets a lot more depth.

A few billion mouse clicks later...
I hope you enjoyed this lengthy tutorial, and learned some new things. I know I enjoyed making it! If you have any questions or remarks, feel free
to send me an email to info@miez.nl
Misja van Laatum - may 2003

(Misja van Laatum graduated from the Utrecht College of Arts, way back in the nineties of the previous millennium. He is a freelance (web)
designer, artist, games collector and FoY background maker. If you want to see more of his work, surf to www.miez.nl - and learn some Dutch in
the meantime).

Remember, all work is copy written to their respective owners!!! Do not try and use them in your projects without the explicit permission of the owners.
Make your own; that is the whole point of this package. To show you what is being done, and to give you ideas, not to take.

A poster on the Fountain of Youth forums, who goes by Lain, made this mini-tutorial.

I created a sketch of some background and started yesterday to put it down in real CG graphics
Part zero

- The sketch

First part - Line and flat color

Part two - First planes and tree

Part Three some trees finish, (erf the trunk in fact :p) next steep the bridge

Part Four Bridge

Part Five water and sky

LucasFan
Member

Indy style

« Reply #2 on: Friday, October 11, 2002 »

Reply with quote

Since I can't even draw a tree, I tried to colorize photographs with Paintshop. Is there a trick to make them look less realistic, especially
the flying boat?

The photographs I used.

I copied little textures from FOA-screens (walls of houses, water, trees) and used a semi-transparent brush to paint them over the images.

Artwork Tutorial: Basic Deluxe Paint Techniques
I. INTRODUCTION
In this tutorial, you will be introduced to some of the basic features of Deluxe Paint. It is the graphics program that LucasArts used to create the
backgrounds for many of their classic adventures. In order to properly show how a rather simple background can be painted with a minimum of time and
effort, I'm detailing the different stages of development in a step-by-step process. In addition to that, I will further explain the Deluxe Paint features that I
used, as well as provide a few general tips.
The background discussed in this tutorial was created with Deluxe Paint II enhanced, and Neopaint 3.1b. While Deluxe Paint offers excellent palette and
stencil features, its geometric functions are rather clumsy (these come in handy to create the basic line sketch of a scenery). Neopaint is the more convenient
program for this (and it also has a more advanced zoom mode). Therefore, I've been using both programs simultaneously.
Due to the low-res graphics mode this background was designed for (MCGA, that's 320x200x256), and due to the different aspect ratios of SVGA modes,
this tutorial cannot display the pictures as they would appear in their designated resolution. If you want to take a closer look at the details of each picture, I
highly recommend to save the .gif files and watch them in MCGA mode. A picture archive will be provided at a later time as a more convenient download
option.

II. STEP BY STEP
This is the scenery that I was going to copy. A simple room that can be turned into different
locations by adding tiles such as doorways, mural paintings, desks, light sources etc. However, the
original image was of fairly poor quality (especially palette-wise), and I was looking for a
background that had good gradients and clear colors.

I decided to use the palette of this background for my picture. Quite a lot of rooms in the Colossus
use its palette. It's got three separate gradients of greenish/grayish colors. The first gradient occupies
27 indexes, and its colors are very common (main colors). They make up a major portion of all the
pixels. The other two gradients, together with additional colors such as brown, yellow, and blue are
less abundant. They are mostly used to age surfaces or structure an object (secondary colors).

This is the initial perspective I came up with. It looked kind of distorted, but by merely flipping it
horizontally this impression vanished.

Here you can see how the perspective works. The ceiling, floor, and the right wall are all of the same
width (or height respectively). The left wall occupies three times that space. Since this means that the
left corner of the room is at a greater distance from the spectator than the right one, the back wall is
at a slightly shifted angle itself. As a result, no wall in the room is parallel to the spectator's viewing
axis. This adds to the impression of a 'casual' glance into the room.

This is the basic construct, with early colors already applied. Lighting is strongest in the center, and
diminishes towards the edges and ceiling. This looks a little like the light would be emanating from
the floor, but compare it with the original FoA background. It all makes sense once there are light
sources on the walls, but it even works without them if the room yields other objects to distract the
eye.

Just a slightly modified version. It is worth noting that I initially intended to structure the floor
without a gradient, but I gave up on that soon enough. Regarding that color panel on the lower left,
these are all the colors I need for the floor and the walls, roughly sorted by their redundancy. This is
a very awkward method and only makes sense if you want to pixel a surface that requires you to
switch between colors often (I used this for the floors of the traffic grid stations, and in some of my
early pictures).

Basic coloring and lighting applied to the brick walls. As you can see, I pasted in two sections of the
water channel image, to use them as a model for my image. I also began structuring the wall, brick
by brick. Again, this is a pretty awkward technique. It requires a lot of time, and results seldom are
of the highest quality. Therefore, I switched to gradients.

To apply gradients, I had to remove the brick pattern, store it separately and then paste it back over
the gradient as a transparent cutout. Neopaint works a lot better for this, but you can do the same
with Deluxe Paint. Gradients are perhaps the most significant feature of Deluxe Paint. Many a classic
adventure games from the early 90ies include graphics created with Deluxe Paint, and its typical
gradient patterns can be easily distinguished.
The gradient used here is only comprised of the above mentioned 27 main colors (minus the really
dark ones). It also uses a medium spatter value to let it look like a rough-hewn wall.
Please see Section III for explanations how to create both gradients and color spatter.

The same gradient type applied to the other two walls. Again, the brick pattern had to be removed
first for this step. Although the walls do have some structuring now, they still don't look right. They
are too smooth, and the seams between the bricks appear to be merely pasted over the gradient
(which they are).

The pitch black of the seams is replaced by a mossy blue that gradually turns brighter towards the
bottom. The floor now has an early gradient (circular style).

This is the most important step. It looks like this modification would have taken a lot of time, but it
only took me about twenty minutes. The two Deluxe Paint features used for it are SHADE and
SMOOTH. A third feature (SMEAR) was used for the floor. The room now looks heavily aged and
the walls have lost their clean appearance. Not only did I use the SHADE function to pronounce the
seams, but also to add cracks and holes in the bricks. You should spend some time playing around
with these effects, they are quite powerful and can spare you a lot of time.

The next step was to add 'dirt' colors (also called false coloring - you can enhance the quality of an
image by adding colors that don't really belong there). In this case, it means to add colors that are not
part of the gradient. As a result, the gradient is less visible, and the walls appear more like they were
painted in one piece.
Also, some minor color touch to the floor.

Next was to create a ceiling for the room. This is often a critical thing because one can easily fail to
properly joint the walls with the ceiling. You're well advised to either keep it very dark or have some
structures in there, like beams or a ledge.
The ceiling itself is actually made out of several gradients. It took me quite some time to find the
right balance between them, and I cannot really describe how I managed to do this. Basically, it's a
non-spattered gradient that gets darker towards the edges, with the centre painted over in one color,
then filled with a spatter. You can see this if you adjust your monitor to maximum brightness. The
result is that the spectator cannot be certain if the ceiling is flat, or shaped like a dome.

The finishing touches. The floor has been modified once again, with more colors added and mixed
into each other using the SMEAR function. It's a really handy tool to add details without changing the
actual colors. They simply get shifted by a few pixels. It's like throwing small pebbles and debris on
the floor, which adds to the half-decayed looks of this place.

With the basic construct of the room completed, tiles can be added to create different locations. This
provides a very flexible and efficient method to add or remove rooms, just as the storyboards
warrant. We can thus balance the length and complexity of a scenario without actually having to
paint each and every room.
If you inspect the scenarios of FoA, you will find many locations that utilize the same trick.

III. How do I...
...create a gradient?
•
•

In Deluxe Paint, open the palette (on the lower right, right above all those colors...there you go).
Select "Gradient".

•
•
•

Use the Copy/Spread/Swap tools to arrange the colors you want to use. The easiest way is by placing the brightest color on the first index
you want to use, and the darkest color on the last. Then, simply click on the first index, select spread, and click on the last index. You
now have a set of colors (1 to n) spanning the difference between the RGB values of index 1 and index n (i.e., a gradient).
Select a drawing tool. Example: if you want to fill an area with a gradient, right-click on the bucket, and select the gradient style you
want to use (straight, shaped, ridges, circular, contours, highlight). Be sure to experiment with the different gradient styles.
Left-click on the area you want to fill. By moving the mouse around you can influence the direction of the gradient (any degree is
possible). Then, left-click a second time to apply the gradient.

...enable gradient spatter?
There's an option in the Palette/Gradients menu called 'spatter'. Activate it to determine up to what extent the single colors are to be mixed into
each other. You can thus remove the typical 'rastering' of a gradient. Depending on the spatter value, the gradient will become more smooth or
rough. You can thus simulate different surfaces, skies, fluids etc.
...apply smoothing?
Deluxe Paint has a rudimentary anti-aliasing function (MISC -> ANTI ALIAS). This will create half-tone colors around the line, circle, or pixel you
are placing. In addition to that, there is also a smoothing function (TECH -> SMOOTH), which is a very powerful tool to age surfaces, disguise
gradients or merge foreground and background objects. Both the AA and the smoothing function require a sufficient amount of colors. The more
colors there are, the better the result.
...apply shading?
Shading can be activated under TECH -> SHADE. Please note that shading is dependent on the color you have selected (you can also select an
entire gradient!). Shading is a great method to apply structures to a surface. You can create the contours of a doorway or the bricks of a wall
with it. It is also used to darken the lowest line of the image, which is a typical feature of all backgrounds in FoA.
...add additional colors to a surface?
There are several techniques, here's the fastest of them: within the palette menu, select the colors you want to add. Then, select the spray tool.
Right-click on it and use the left mouse button to increase the radius to the max. Activate the tag of the MISC -> COLORIZE option. Now, shortly
click where you want to add those colors. You will notice that the preset fill rate is a little high, and may need some adjustment. You can also
select any other drawing tool in combination with the Colorize function to add colors. This gets especially interesting when you make them
translucent, too (you can adjust the transluceny by right-clicking on any drawing tool).
...cycle through colors?
This somewhat goes beyond the scope of this tutorial, so I'm keeping it brief. In the palette/gradient menu, activate "Cycling Speed" and set it to
something around 50. Be sure to have the colors selected that you want to cycle! Then, simply hit the tab key. If you're just curious how this will
look like, you can try it with any screen grab from FoA that has cycling water, lava, etc. (must include proper palette dump from video memory,
of course).

IV. GENERAL TIPS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always use a palette from FoA. Only create your own if there really aren't any proper colors that you can use.
Never work with backgrounds extracted via SCUMM Revisited. Instead, use a proper screen grabbing utility that captures the entire video
memory (you know you want those extra colors, too).
Study the way they did it in FoA. Take a lot of grabs. Never work without the original if your scene is meant to resemble it.
Don't rely on the UNDO function of Deluxe Paint! Always keep lots of backups. If for nothing else, you can still use them to write a tutorial =)
Try to keep your picture open for changes.
Concentrate on the overall appearance, care about the details later.
No tutorial can substitute experience. Experiment with the functions of Deluxe Paint.
© Alexander Zöller

More images from Amberfish Arts, but they state that these most likely won’t be used in their game. These were made by stalwart.

I used to have a tutorial for this one, but I lost it.

“Chris Guldager (currently not on the team) contributed the last three pictures for a possible Egypt scenario. It has been put on hold as the game may
otherwise become too long, however plans exist to implement it as a minor location.“

scheduled to appear in the game

In production:

Well, as of now, that is the end of the Indian Jones style tutorials pack. Special thanks go to Amberfish
Arts, LucasFan, Lain, and Miez for the artwork and tutorials contained. They put a lot of work into
making these tutorials available to everyone, so please respect them and do not alter or take their
images for your own projects. They are learning tools, and nothing else.
-Scummbuddy

